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The Sensitech® Supply Chain Intelligence Center (SCIC)
presents a summary of major incidents and news articles

EMEA

relating to cargo theft and intelligence for the week ending
1 February 2021.
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Russia
25 January 2021: A cargo of clothes was
stolen from a truck stopped at the M-10
section in the village of Vydropuzhsk,
Spirovsky district. The carrier’s driver formed
a criminal conspiracy with an acquaintance to steal part of the
transported cargo. When the truck was stopped, the driver
loaded part of the cargo into his partner’s van. The total amount
of damages was 261,000 rubles.
Read more: Tver News (Russia)
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Germany

United Kingdom
27 January 2021: The tarp of a truck trailer

26 January 2021: More than sixty cargo thefts

parked in a parking lot was cut several times

from trucks have been reported since the beginning

by unknown perpetrators last night. Strangers

of 2021, amounting to over £1m worth of goods

forcibly opened the trailer doors and stole

stolen, according to the latest figures from the

several flat-screen TVs. A complaint was filed and further

freight division of the National Vehicle Crime

investigations were launched. The amount of the loss is not yet

Intelligence Service (NaVCIS).

clear.

Read more: Motor Transport (U.K.)

Read more: Brandenburg Police (Germany)
21 January 2021: A key U.K. government
27 January 2021: As a trucker spent the night

customs system has been overwhelmed within

in the rest area of Eichsfeld-Nord, unknown

weeks of Brexit and threatens to trigger more

perpetrators apparently stole seventeen

disruption as freight traffic rebounds. Exporters

gasoline lawn mowers from truck’s cargo. The

say they are struggling to acquire transit documents, which

next morning, he continued his journey on the A 38 towards

allow goods to enter the European Union without delay, because

Göttingen. Another car driver flashed their headlights to inform

of a shortage of agents with the authority to issue them.

the truck driver that the rear lift was open. He headed for the

Read more: Pittsburgh Post-Gazette (Pittsburgh, PA)

Leinetal-Nord parking lot, where he discovered the theft.
Read more: Regio-Journal (Germany)

Gulf of Guinea

26 January 2021: Ten pallets with FFP2 masks
were stolen from a warehouse in Ostwesfalen

26 January 2021: Pirates killed one and kidnapped

during an invasion. Strangers broke into an office

15 crew members of a Turkish cargo ship in the latest

window in the overnight hours and gained access

attack on vessels sailing off the coast of West Africa—

to the building, where protective masks (among other things

the most dangerous region in the world for piracy.

were stored on pallets). Then they opened the roller door and

Read more: OCCRP.org

transported the loot; damage amounted to €40,000.
Read more: Hellweger Anzeiger (Germany)

19 January 2021: The world’s biggest shipping
25 January 2021: Strangers cut the canvas of a
tractor trailer and stole a pallet of detergent from
the loading area. The driver discovered the torn
canvas and theft the next morning and informed

company demanded a more effective military
response to surging pirate attacks and record
kidnappings off the coast of West Africa.
Read more: Insurance Journal

the police. Both the amount of stolen goods and the material
damage are still unclear.
Read more: Leipziger Zeitung (Germany)
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APAC

26 January 2021: Military police from Nova
Nazaré, State of Mato Grosso, recovered a trailer
with fifty tons of pesticide on MT – 326 Highway.
The vehicle was stolen in the city of Santana do
Araguaia, in Pará State. The police found the vehicle and the

China

driver.
Read more: CenárioMT (Brazil)
27 January 2021: Hundreds of containers of
fish are being held up in Dalian, a major port for

23 January 2021 The Federal Highway Police

seafood imports, as local authorities test the

(PRF) rescued two truck drivers who had

fish for the coronavirus before allowing them to clear customs,

been kidnapped in Sapucaia do Sul, in the

according to several freight forwarders, consultants and shipping
companies.

Metropolitan Region of Porto Alegre. The men
were found tied to a stolen car. According to the truck drivers

Read more: Al Jazeera

they had been intercepted three hours earlier in Sapucaia do Sul
by three armed men. One of the criminals took over the direction
of the truck and the other two followed them in the car. The
truck carried a copper load valued at almost R $ 500,000.

North & South
America

Read more: Globo G1 (Brazil)

Mexico
26 January 2021: Authorities recovered a

Brazil

stolen trailer loaded with material intended for
a

28 January 2021: A food load was stolen in

car manufacturing plant in Coahuila. The unit
was reported to authorities after it presented a

the North Zone of Rio. Men were spreading

route deviation on Highway Silao-León and was later recovered

the cargo at a place in Furquim Mendes

in León, Guanajuato.

Favela, in Vigário Geral. Then, the cargo was

Read more: Elpipila (Mexico)

placed in the trunks of some cars and in another smaller truck,
then taken to houses in the favela. Armed men were “securing”
the stolen load and using barricades to prevent police access to

24 January 2021: A trailer of dairy products

the site.

stolen in San Martín Texmelucan, Puebla

Read more: Globo G1 (Brazil)

was later recovered in San Pedro Cholula. The
tractor had been abandoned in San Martín
Texmelucan, however, the GPS in the trailer allowed authorities

27 January 2021: The Patos de Minas

to locate the cargo and arrest the man driving the truck at the

Civil Police seized pesticides and seeds

time.

stolen during an operation launched after the

Read more: Proyecto Cinco (Mexico)

PRF (Federal Highway Police) approached a
truck with part of the products, on the BR-365. The original
investigation into the crimes began about a year ago. A store

22 January 2021: Two men were arrested while

selling agricultural products was inspected, and investigators

offloading cargo from a stolen trailer in Celaya,

found several gallons of pesticides and sacks of grain, such as

Guanajuato. The pair attempted to flee when

hybrid corn, in the warehouse. The estimated loss to the owners

they saw the authorities approaching but were

of the products is over R $ 2 million.

apprehended. Authorities secured the truck,

Read more: Globo G1 (Brazil)

merchandise, and a signal jammer.
Read more: Milenio (Mexico)
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U.S. & Canada
25 January 2021: The Connecticut Department
of Transportation released its $9.7 billion capital
plan, which includes investments across various
modes of transportation over the next five years.
Read more: Transport Topics
25 January 2021: The Georgia Ports Authority
Executive Director described 2020 as a year of
“the low of lows and high of highs.” Those highs
helped propel the GPA to move more than 4.68
million twenty-foot equivalent units (TEUs) in 2020, a 1.8%
increase over the year before.
Read more: FreightWaves.com
21 January 2021: Los Angeles County is at
the epicenter of the current COVID surge. That
county’s Los Angeles/Long Beach port complex is
simultaneously at the epicenter of America’s import
surge. These two spikes are now converging as hundreds of
California dockworkers catch COVID.
Read more: FreightWaves.com
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prevention capacity. Where possible, we have elected to maintain news articles and briefs in their native grammatical format. ©2021 Carrier.
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